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KG-140A 

Eruch Jessawala 
Alan Talbot 
Mandali Hall, Meherazad, India 
September 18, 1980 
44:40 

Note: Continuation of KG-139B 

Content 
A. Talbot continues to read the Mistry talk, much of which is Merwan's take on theology, 
plus a Karmenmasi story. 

Flirty and fickle lover is described as one who goes to saints and masters along the way to 
the final One. He now tells a story about Karmenmasi which explains this idea, but he 
goes to great lengths to explain that it wasn’t Karmenmasi nature to be fickle and 
flirtatious. 

Karmenmasi pays a visit to Tipoo Baba:  
The import of this story is that Karmen goes to pay her respects to the sixth plane master, 
the spiritual chargeman of Bombay, thinking that it is just appropriate to pay respects to 
great spiritual personages, and Tipoo Baba vigorously drives her away. "Stop, don't come 
any closer, you whore. Begone you prostitute, don't you ever come near me again!" She 
realizes after thinking about it (means Baba explains it to her inwardly) that Baba is a 
jealous God (all or none, no hanky-panky, no flirting with other gurus) and she shouldn't  
have gone.  

Timid and faint hearted lover: 
Afraid to step out from his mother's fold. Mother intruding in the lover-beloved 
relationship. Jealousy and possessiveness, triangular relationship -- very Indian. The point 
he is making here is that there should be no chaperone or intermediary between the lover 
and the beloved. He names guides, masters, preceptors, religions, places of worship, idols, 
etc. as problem intermediaries of this kind, due to the lover's unwillingness to believe that 
a direct approach is impossible due to the height of the beloved and the tiny size of the 
lover. Grace of the perfect master is the way to get the lover to take direct action 
seeking God within him. 

The man of God (mard-e-khuda) is the true he-man of the path, stoic and brave... [Goes on 
at length about what a real man does in the search for God.] 

Story of Seemab: How Baba liberated Seemab (some error in the history as presented by 
Meherwan). 

Now the incident of Sai Baba attaining realization at the hand of Zarzari zar Bakhsh, as 
told by Merwan. 
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Conclusion: To love me for what I may give you is not loving me at all. To sacrifice 
anything, etc.... will see me as I am.  

Baba used to take us to the tomb of Zarzari zar Bakhsh, now and again, and nobody 
knows about Sai Baba's master, and whether he was a Muslim or a Hindu, but Baba 
clarified this point. Once we were on the way to the place, Baba said, "Here lies Sai 
Baba's master whose grace descended upon him." There was a chandelier made out of 
stones in the tomb, but they have taken down now. The old man who keeps the tomb said 
it was 600-700 years since the death of ZZZB. Sai Baba was the head of the hierarchy of 
perfect masters, and it is Baba who told us about the cave, and that Sai Baba had sat there 
waiting for God Realization. There is no time and space factor for them, only for us. 

Eruch now tells a joke. Three people who were close together, and they all wanted to see 
the Lord, whether they die. So all three go out, come to a place on a very high mountain, 
a big cave to accommodate them. They went to die or see God, and the three of them 
were seated in the cave, and they are sitting there in contemplation of the Lord. Years have 
passed by. One day a deer runs past the cave in, say, 1960. In 1965 the first one says, "Did 
you see the deer run by?" "In 1970 the second one says, "Sure, because a wild beast 
was chasing it." In 1975 the third one says, "Will you please shut up?" 

[Many people in the audience had heard it and had different punch lines to insert.] 

Eruch now mentions, "The Lotus Eaters" by Tennyson, which he said had a strong influence 
on him. The nectar is there, and the fruits are there, but they don’t even care to eat them. 

Eruch starts the story of Bullah Shah, the boy who failed for years to master the first letter 
of the Arabic alphabet "but came back a master, a great personality who lives in our 
thoughts and our hearts." [Though his name probably wasn't  "Bullah", they use that name 
for him as a child, just so the narration will be more simple and more clear.] 40:20 


